
AuditRunner Technology 
According to Gartner, by 2024, low-code development will be responsible for more than 65% 
of business application development activity.* AuditRunner is the only software in the GRC 
domain to utilize this technology.

AuditRunner is developed over a fully customizable enterpise grade low-code software platform. The end-
user interfaces and process design tools, being completely web based, can be run on any device seamlessly. 
The technology AuditRunner is built upon digitalized 3000+ business processes for 10+ industries. This 
low-code environment offers unmatched capabilities to AuditRunner users:

Deployment, Updates, Customer Service
Deployment and migration are hassle free and allows for the use of the platform within weeks of 
kickoff rather than months. Auditrunner does not require client installations. 

Thanks to its properitary versioning system, AuditRunner can host multiple versions at the same time, 
hence updates do not block or break any on going jobs. AuditRunner provides omni-channel user 
experience with any device, anywhere, any time. 

Auditrunner HQ is located in the Silicon Valley. European Region Clients are served through the EMAI 
office in Istanbul, Turkey with 20+ technical and support personnel.  

*Gartner, Inc. “Low-Code Development Technologies Evaluation Guide”, February 26, 2019, Paul Vincent, Mark Driver, Jason Wong
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Modular: 

AuditRunner has 20+ GRC modules 
designed to work in a fully integrated 
manner. Output of a module can feed 
another and upgrades are automatically 
propagated among modules.

Access Controlled Company-wide Collaboration: 

All business units, such as audited departments, auditors, 
executive team and even 3rd parties can actively take 
part in the audit process. This enables all parties to own 
their part in the GRC process, decreasing unnnecessary 
workload on the GRC team, increasing company-wide 
transparency, and building a searchable, trackable 
enterprise memory. 

Scalable

The Modules can be deployed on 
demand - per function, department or 
as regulations require. 

Customizable: 

With the low-code platform, software customizations and 
new feature developments can be delivered 3X faster 
and more robust than with a conventional development 
environment. It empowers both professional and line-of-
business developers. 
Unique business requirements, organizational structure 
changes, new regulatory dynamics can be addressed in 
an agile, maneuverable and cost-effective manner.

Multi-Language:

AuditRunner supports multiple end-user 
languages so that the same content 
can be displayed in different languages 
regardless of the original design.

The Low-Code Audit, Risk, 
Compliance & Quality Management Software
AuditRunner is designed to provide a flexible, user-friendly, and comprehensive software solution 
that encompasses all facets of Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) Management. 
Its low-code architecture allows organizations of all sizes to interconnect people and systems to 
design and run all GRC related processes seamlessly.
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